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Island Supporters, 

There is a lot to be learned from preschoolers. At Fern and Feather, 

our students spend their days outside learning and exploring.  They 

are learning about nature, themselves, each other, and how to be in 

the world by exploring virtues like gratitude and kindness as they 

learn their letters. At Felix Neck Q is for quack, O is for ocean, C is for 

conservation, and J is for journey.  And even if these small people are 

going just a ways down the trail, their voyage of discovery will be long 

and our desire to teach and guide them strong.  

As we start another year we remain optimistic for those preschoolers’ 

future and for ours and the health of our planet.  This hope comes from 

watching (and hearing) these young ones swish by in their snowsuits, 

our mentorship of Island high schoolers who engage our community in 

their climate work through Mass Audubon’s Youth Climate Leadership 

Program, seeing the joy of the young adults with disabilities as they 

work weekly at the Sanctuary, and understanding the power of nature 

to make all people’s lives better.

Promise yourself that you will find time to enjoy and explore and 

commit to protect and share the natural world.  The sun shines brightly 

on us all.

Best in the New Year

Sincerely,

Suzan Bellincampi
Islands Director

January 2023

508.627.4850
massaudubon.org/islands
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Gratitude for Nature 

Felix Takes Flight 

YES We Can! 

Accessibility at Felix Neck 

2022

45 
Student Leaders from Nantucket and 

Martha’s Vineyard spearheading our 

Youth Climate Leadership Program. 

1,000+
Students engaged in education 

programs across the islands. 

1,369
Pairs of nesting shorebirds protected 

on Nantucket, Muskeget, and 

Martha’s Vineyard. 

The program’s success made possible 
thanks to Kirsten Stemmler, Nate Prego, 
Maddie Taylor, and Zach Goddard along 

with our dedicated volunteers! 



It has been a slow, fast, short, long and beautiful year so far. In our classroom 

we ensure to talk about being grateful and take the time to thank nature, our 

families, and our friends regularly. This Fall, we made friendship bracelets 

and wrote cards to our loved ones. Together, we wrote a collective poem to 

thank nature and shared it with Her on the beach. We hope that everyone has 

a safe, healthy, and happy new year.

Delilah is thankful for the air that helps her breathe.

Julian is grateful for trees because he likes the things they grow for us. 

Silas is thankful for squirrels because they run along the trees and drop 
acorns that he can plant.

Judah is grateful for spiders because they are kind and gentle.

Isla FH is grateful for trees for climbing.

Beau is grateful for birds because they fly in the air like they just don’t care.

Isla B is thankful for the moon.

Samantha is thankful for grapes because they give us juice.

Cedar is thankful for rolie polies because they roll and make her giggle.

Anne is grateful for the ocean, sea creatures, waves, and swimming.

Robin B is thankful for the beauty in nature that inspires poetry.

Gratitude for Nature: a poem by 
Fern and Feather friends

Our program specialist, Megan Draheim, 

went on an adventure this winter to the 

land down under and was accompanied by  

our special friend Felix! Don’t worry though, 

Felix will be back in time for Fern & Feather 

camp to begin and share all about his 

Australian adventures. 

Felix Takes Flight 

This year the Nantucket Sanctuaries 

were abuzz with the largest staff 

team yet on the island! Sam 

Kefferstan, Sanctuary Director, was 

joined by Zach Goddard, Coastal 

Waterbird Monitor, and Molly 

Zegans, Program Specialist, as well 

as 3 Youth Environmental Stewards; 

Sarah Swenson, Dylan Marks, and 

Shea Lyden.  

The Youth Environmental Stewards 

(YES) program has grown this 

year from one intern in 2021 to 3 

in 2022, and the fantastic work 

they accomplished speaks to the 

dedication and drive of this close-

knit crew! The stewards helped 

complete a variety of important 

projects on the 1000 acres of land 

that Mass Audubon manages 

on Nantucket. Projects included 

removing invasive plant species, 

mapping the trails at Lost Farm 

Sanctuary, installing protective 

fencing around Bicknell’s Hawthorne 

saplings (an endemic tree found 

only on Nantucket), marking the 

boundaries of Lost Farm and 

Sesachacha Heathlands Sanctuaries, 

and keeping the 5+ miles of trail clear 

and usable for visitors.  

This program serves as a valuable 

opportunity for Nantucket 

students to develop leadership and 

conservation skills, and to experience 

working in the environmental field 

without having to leave the island. 

All three of our youth stewards are 

interested in pursuing careers in 

conservation fields, and expressed 

appreciation for the insight that their 

hands-on work this summer has 

given them.  

YES We Can! 



We believe nature should be enjoyed 
by everyone; that’s why we’ve created 
accessible opportunities at our 
wildlife sanctuary. 

2022 marked our fifth year of 
transitional vocational internships 
at Felix Neck in partnership with the 
Regional High Schools Navigator and 
Voyager programs, funded by the 
Tower Foundation. Our six interns 
helped with bird feeding, property 
and building maintenance, office 
support, and assisted teachers at our 
Fern and Feather Preschool.
The highlight of the year, though, was 
the creation of a Pollinator garden 
at the MV Center for Living site in 
Vineyard Haven. The Pollinating 
Partnerships Program, funded by 
the MV Community Foundation, 
exceeded our hopes in terms of 
connecting people with each other 
and with nature and creating a 
thriving natural habitat for wildlife 
and people. 

We were able to bring together elders, 
preschool students, and youth with 
disabilities to work collectively, build 
relationships, and create a space 
that is beautiful, wildlife friendly, 
and provides enjoyment for staff and 
clients of the Center. 

The garden area thrives and has 
been a benefit and enjoyment to 
staff and to visitors to the Center.  
More than 25 species of wildlife have 
been seen, with folks enjoying the 
antics of squirrels and chipmunks, 
hummingbirds darting about and 
other birds and insects that are now 
visiting the improved space. The 
work is not complete as additional 
features, including rain barrels and 

a water feature will be added and the 
collaborations seeded will continue 
to bloom. 
Our 41st Fall Festival was themed ‘All 
for Nature, Nature for All’ focusing 
on the various ways people celebrate 
and enjoy the natural world. Thanks 
to generous sponsors, we were able 
to offer this event free of charge 
to our community and support 
translation services for our publicity 
and exhibits. The day began with 
two birding options — a bird walk 
and a bird sit (for those with limited 
mobility) —  followed by festivities 
of music, live animal presentations, 
food, crafts, and other activities.  At 
the Festival this year we piloted a 
quiet space in our Discovery Room 
in collaboration with the Island 
Disability Coalition (IDC). IDC helped 
outfit the room with sensory objects, 
noise cancelling headphones, and 
other features for people on the 
autism spectrum or anyone who 
needed a calming space at the 
event. The IDC, as well as Island 
Autism Group, stayed for the day to 
showcase the impactful accessibility 
work they are doing on the Island, 
and to make important connections 
with local and visiting attendees.

Accessibility 
at Felix Neck


